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There is a very useful method for constructing solutions of Maxwell’s equations 
from solutions of the scalar wave equation due to P Debye [l]: Let x denote 
the transpose of x E R3, x = t(~l , x2 , x3), and let hi = t(h,i, hai, h3i), i = 1, 2; 
if 1cI = (A , #2> and 0 = (4 , 0,) are solutions of the wave equation, a,# = 
~~2~ 41)j ate = P,, 4), then 
f, = (f2, f.bf2) = (rot rot xlcll , rot x+2) 
fE = (fE1,fE2) = (-rot xe2 , rot rot xel) (0.2) 
are solutions of Maxwell’s equations, &(hl, h2) = (rot h2, -rot hr). This is 
simply a consequence of the elementary identity rot rot rot xp, = -rot X&X 
In the language of radio engineers fM and fs represent transverse magnetic 
and transverse electric waves, respectively. Here h1 represents the electric 
field and h2 the magnetic field. 
In order to see how (O.l), (0.2) fit into the general scheme of treating the 
Cauchy problems for the wave equation and Maxwell’s equations in Hilbert 
space with solutions delivered by unitary groups, say, (cf., e.g., [2, 5, 7]), it is 
necessary to answer two basic questions which, for the case of problems in R3, 
can be formulated as follows: (1) If  9 denotes the subspace of L2(R3, C3) 
consisting of divergence-free vector fields and # = 9 x 9, what class of 
data in X can be represented in the form (O.l), (0.2) I (2) What is the precise 
relation of the group U(t) in &‘, delivering solutions of Maxwell’s equations, 
to the group Uo(t) in the energy space BL(R3, C) x L2(R3, C) (the completion 
of Corn x Cgm in the norm 1 # j2 = 1 V& Ii, + 1 zJ2 Ii,), delivering solutions of 
the wave equation? For practical purposes there is a third question: (3) Given 
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data f E 2 how are data #, 0 E BL x L, providing the representation of f = 
fE + fM in the form (O.l), (0.2) t o e b f ound ? The answers to these questions 
in R3 are surprisingly simple and form the content of the present note. 
The answers are roughly as follows. The answer to question (1) (cf. Proposition 
3.1 and Lemma 3.3): 2 decomposes into an orthogonal direct sum A? = 
pE @ yi”M which reduces U(t), and data of the form (O.l), (0.2) are dense in #M , 
SE , respectively; thus, for any f E &’ the field U(t)f is a superposition of a 
transverses electric and transverse magnetic mode which are, moreover, 
orthogonal. Furthermore, there is a very simple unitary mapping from XE 
to J&, which commutes with U(t), so a single Debye potential, either (0.1) or (0.2), 
suffices to construct a dense set of data; two such potentials are unnecessary. 
The answer to question (2) (cf. Theorem 3.4): Let BLm x Lzw denote the 
subspace of BL x L, consisting of antiradial data (data having mean zero); 
then, in the language of [4], U(t) on %? is quasi-similar to Uo(t) X Uo(t) on 
(BLw x L2w)2, i.e., there exists a bounded, linear, injective map with dense 
range of Y into (BLw x L2w)2 which intertwines U(t) and U,,(t) x Uo(t) (a 
quasi-affinity in the terminology of [4]). Further, a prescription is given for 
finding 8, I/ E BLw x L2"' for given smooth data f E %, so question (3) is also 
answered. Here the methods used to answer these questions are entirely 
elementary. Those needed to study the analogous questions in the exterior 
of a sphere and possible extensions of the construction to more general domains 
are somewhat less elementary, and these topics will be considered in a separate 
paper. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 the necessary facts about the 
wave equation in the space of antiradial data are collected. In the classical 
decomposition of a smooth vector field on R3 into orthogonal curl-free and 
divergence-free parts the divergence-free part decomposes further into two 
orthogonal parts; this forms the topic of Section 2. In Section 3 the results of 
Sections 2 and 3 are combined to answer the questions posed above. To illustrate 
the utility of having dense sets of solutions of Maxwell’s equations of the form 
(0.1) (0.2) the results are applied to interpret a curious symmetry of U(t) which 
emerges naturally when U(t) is extended to distributions. 
1. THE WAVE EQUATION IN THE SPACE OF ANTIRADIAL DATA 
The operator rot x annihilates radial functions: If v = ~(1 x I), x = 1 x / W, 
then rot xp, = -x A Vgl = -x A ~9’ = 0. Hence such functions cannot be 
used as data for the wave equation in order to generate nontrivial solutions of 
Maxwell’s equations via (0.1) or (0.2). 
Let BL(R3, C) denote the Beppo-Levi space obtained by completing 9(R3, C) 
in the norm j VP, jLp ; here, as usual, 9 denotes the Schwartz space of Corn 
functions, 9 the space of smooth, rapidly decreasing functions, and 9’, 9” 
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denote their duals. The operator A,# = (I,$, A$,) with domain 9(A,) =: 
{II, = (& , $a) E BL x L, : A& E BL x L,} is skew-adjoint in BL x L, and 
generates a unitary group Uo(t) such that U,,(t)+ = (u(t), v(2)) solves the wave 
equation &(24(t), v(t)) = (v(t), Au(t)) with initial data 4 E 9(&J [2]. In this 
section it is noted that the orthogonal direct sum decomposition of BL x L, 
into radial and antiradial data reduces U,,(t). The part of U,,(t) in the space of 
antiradial data will then be used in Section 3 to construct solutions of Maxwell’s 
equations. 
A smooth function is called radial if p)(x) = ~(1 x I) and antiradial if its 
integral over the unit sphere S2 C R3 is zero. Here and throughout the paper 
the Laplacian is written d = d, + +A, , where A, = r~2ar(~28r) and A, is 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the sphere. 
PROPOSITION I. 1. Any smooth function v has a unique representation in the 
form F = ‘pr + Fol ! where q+ is radial and ~~ is antiradial; Ap, is radial t# 91 is 
radial, and if 9) is antiradial, then ACJJ isalso antiradial. If y E Y, then vr is orthogonal 
in L, and BL to v. . 
Proof. I f  v  is smooth, define qr to be the spherical mean of v, and set vW = 
v  - F,. . All assertions now follow readily. 
Let 9 and QU denote functions of 9 which are radial and antiradial, re- 
spectively. Define LzT to be the closure in L, of 5% and LzW the closure in L, of 9’. 
Let BL’, BLW denote the completions of 9?‘, 9, respectively in the norm 
I grad v  IL*. 
PROPOSITION I .2. There are orthogonal direct-sum decompositions 
L, = L,’ @ L,w, 
BL x L, = (BL’ x L,‘) @ (BL” x LSW). 
The first reduces Fourier transform CD, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
@f(p) -f(p) = (271)-3'2JR3exp(--is *p)f(x), 
and the second reduces lJo(t). 
Proof. First, Lzr @ L,w is a closed subspace ofL, ; its complement is open and 
-if nonempty-contains a smooth function which can be decomposed into its 
radial and antiradial parts which lie in L,’ and L2w, respectively, whence (1.1). 
The decomposition (1.2) follows in the same way. It is well known and easily 
verified that the Fourier transform of a radial function is radial, so the decomposi- 
tion (1.1) reduces @. That (1.2) re d uces Uo(t) is readily apparent from any one 
of the representations of U,,(t)v in terms of spherical harmonics, the Radon 
transform, or the Fourier transform (cf. (1.3) below). 
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The same notation A, , Uo(t) will be used to denote the parts of these operators 
in BLw X Lzw. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If v E BLw x Lzw is smooth, the Uo(t) ~(0) = 0 for all t. 
Proof. U,,(t)p) has the classical Poisson representation 
U”@)cp = (R’(., q * p)1 + fq.1 f) * p‘2 7 R(., t> * 41 + q.1 t) * PJ’ 
where 
N-9 4 * $w) = +wl js2 $42 + tw> 
and R’(., t) * #(x) = a$(., t) * 9(x). It is immediate that R(., t) * q+(O) = 0. 
Further, 
R’(-, t) * 944 = (47.p j %2(x + tw) + t(477Y j (w * V,,) (x -t tw) 
.P s2 
= ew-' j Ax + tw) + t'@4-'jtP2 dP js2@?4(x + PW), 
s2 0 
and so by Proposition 1.1 R’( ., t) * ~~(0) = 0, and similarly R(., t) * &i(O) = 0 
and R’(., t) * ~~(0) = 0. 
As a final remark, if ($, 0) or (0, (CI) is in BL x L, and there exists a t # 0 
such that [U,(t)(#, O)]s = 0 or [U,(t)(O, #)I1 = 0, then I/ = 0, because 
[UO(~> (0, #)I1 (4 = PF2 jRs eixsg I P 1-l sin I P I ~&PI 4, 
(1.3) 
[Uo(t> (4, ON2 (4 = 42~)~~“~ f eix’p I p I sin I p I t&p) dp. _ p 
2. A DECOMPOSITION OF DIVERGENCE-FREE VECTOR FIELDS 
In the orthogonal direct-sum decomposition L,(R3, C3) = Z. @ B of L, 
into the subspaces of curl-free (go) and divergence-free (9) vector fields the 
projections r. , n onto PO , 9 are given in terms of the inverse Fourier transform 
CD* by 
vof = @*73,f = (~TT)-~/~ 1 eiP%,(w *f(p)) dp, 
n-f 3 @*+?f = (2n)-3j2 1 eiP.=[-w A w A f(p)] dp, 
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where p =-= / p 1 W. In this section a further orthogonal decomposition of 9 is 
derived, and representations for the corresponding projections are obtained. 
This information is then used in Section 3 to form the E and M reducing 
subspaces for the Maxwell operator. 
I f  j E Bir(R3, R) let j,(x) = j(x/~)+~, and for f~ 9 define Jcf E 9 and 
x .f E g’(R3, C) (<y’(R3, C)) b JEf = (j, * fi , iE *f2 , it *h) and x f  (v) = 
(f, xv) where y  E 9 (9’). 
LEMMA 2.1. If  f  E 2 and x f  == x rot f  = 0 in 9, then f  = 0. 
Proof. Let f’ = JEf E 9’. Note that divf = 0 i f f  p .f(p) = 0. Thus, 
x . f  = 0 implies x . f’ = 0, because x f  = 0 in 9’ or 9 i f f  @x f  = 
iV .f^(p) = 0 in @9’ or Y’, and hence 
x .f’ = @*iv .h(l P IOf’ 
= @*@%‘(I P IW P i) ..f(P> + &(I P I) V .f^(P)S = 0 
(note that f(p)/1 P I E Y’, since f  E La). Similarly, x . rot f  z= 0 implies 
x . rotf6 = 0. Now x . f  E = 0 and div f  E = 0 imply 
(1 /sin @(a, sin OfsE + a,f,G) = 0, (2.1) 
where f  f  = (fT’, fo’, .A’) = (0, fsc, f,‘) in terms of its spherical components. 
Further, x rot f< = 0 implies 
(l/sin @(a, sin OfO6 - a,fOc) = 0. (2.2) 
Differentiating (2.1) with respect to v  and using (2.2) gives 
(1 /sin 0) {a, sin Bas sin Of,6 + (1 /sin 19) aQz sin OfOf} = A, sin ef,c = 0 
for any r > 0, and hence sin Of,< is a function of Y alone, sin Of,< ~= g(r), 
g E P(R+). NOW fmc(Y, 8, v) is b ounded for any fixed Y > 0, so sin Of,< goes to 
zero for B---f 0; hence g = 0 and also f, E = 0. Similarly, differentiating (2.2) 
with respect to 0 and using (2.1) gives A, sin Of,’ = 0, and so also fsc -:- 0. 
In summary, divf 6 = x . f’ = x . rot f’ = 0 imply f’ == 0, and hence 
f  = limES-Off = 0. 
Let ~1~~ denote closure in L, , and define the following subspaces on 9: 
9i = clLZ{rot x4: * E Y(R3, C)}, 
5$ = cllZ{rot rot x*: # E Y(R3, C)}. 
Note that the operators in question annihilate radial functions, so in the defini- 
tions one may equally well take .4pw or 9’. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. The subspaces Zl and & are orthogonal, and 9 = PI @ &. 
Proof. Note first that rot xx = -x A Vx, and 
--drotxx=@*/p~2phV~==@*{p~V~p~2~-2pAp~} 
= @*p A V ( p I2 2 = rot x(--d) x. 
(2.4) 
The Lagrange identity, rot rot = grad div -01,) now implies that 
(rot x$, rot rot x0) = (x#, rot rot rot x0) = (~4, -fl rot x13) 
= (x#, rot x(--de)) = (4, x . rot x(-M)) 
= (+, x . cx A yne))) = 0, 
and so Y1 is orthogonal to P2, Note further that Ax* = xA# + 2V#, and 
Ax . g = x . Ag if div g = 0. Hence, if f E 9 is orthogonal to g2 , then for all 
* E Y(R3, c> 
0 = (f, rot rot x$) = (f, -Ax4 + grad div x$) 
= (f, --x&J - 2V4 + grad div x#) 
= -(x .f, 4, 
because div f  = 0; hence Ax . f  = 0 in 9’. Now Ax . f  q = 0 in 9’ i f f  
1 p I2 V . f = 0 in ,40’, so that V .j has its support at zero and is therefore 
a finite linear combination of the Dirac measure 6 and its derivatives: V .3 = 
C ~$9) [8]. Hence x .f = C C,P. Butfis inL, and so x .f~ L2(R3, (1 + 1~1~))~); 
the weight (1 + / x I”)-’ is not integrable in R3, and so all c, must be zero. 
Thus, x .f = 0 in 9” and so in 9’. If f is also orthogonal to 6pr, then for 
all * E 9 
0 = (f, rot x#) = (x rotf, 4); 
hence x . rotf = 0 in 9. Thus, f  E 9 orthogonal to both Z1 and .Z2 implies 
that 0 = x . f  = x . rotf in 9 and so f = 0 by Lemma 2.1. The proof is 
complete. 
Let 7rr , r2 denote the orthogonal projections in 9 onto Z1 , 9s . There is a 
simple criterion for deciding whether a particular f  is in Y1 or -I;pz which follows 
readily by approximating mif, n,f with smooth data of the form (2.3). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let f  E 9. Then f  E Sl i f f  x . f  = 0 in B’, and f  E Z2 iJf 
x . rot f  = 0 in 9. Further, if g, rot g E 9, then g E S2 if f  rot g E -sP, ; if f ,  
rotfeZ, thenfEZlz~rotfsT2. 
Now let Z,, = ~,,L2(S2, C3) and E = i3L2(s2, C3), where G,f(w) = U(OJ *f(w)) 
and &f(w) = --w A w A f  (w); then L2(S2, C3) = 1, @ E. There is a further 
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orthogonal direct-sum decomposition of 1 which will be used to obtain re- 
presentations of the orthogonal projections x1 and ~a in 9 onto g1 and P?a above. 
Define V, , R, on P(P, C) and VW*, R,* on Cm(S2, Ca) by 
V,I) = I%,# + (1 !sin 0) $%,& 
R,# = w A V,# = (- I/sin 0) &,# + $a,#, (2.5) 
C,*f = -( 1 /sin 0) (a0 sin 0f + a,f,), 
R,*f = (l/sin 0) (a,& - 8, sin df,), 
where Cm(S2, C3) n I3 f = (0, fs , f,) m t erms of its spherical components and 
#E Cm(S2, C). Note that V,C”(S2, C) and R,Cm(S2, C) are contained in 
Cm(S2, C3) A 1, and 
V,*V,t,b = R,*R,z,b = -A,#; 
R*V,# = V,*R,* = 0. 
(2.6) 
(Recall that LilW is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the sphere.) The operator 
R, is the “rotation” operator of physicists [3] and is intrinsically defined on the 
sphere: V,f is the vector field on S2 associated with the one-form df via the 
metric in the usual way, and R,f is that associated with the one-form *df in the 
same way, * being the Hodge star operator. The operators V,* and &* are 
the adjoints of V, and R, with respect to the L, inner product. In 1 Eqs. (2.1), 
(2.2) and their implication may be stated in terms of (2.6) as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If g E C* n I and R,*g = V,*g = 0, then g = 0. 
Let CWm denote functions of Cm(S2, C) having zero mean, and write 
L,(Sz, C) = C @L2w(S2, C), L,” being the L, closure of C,*. Let g(w, 7) = 
-(2~)-1 log(sin Y(W, 7)/2), where Y(W, 7) is the angle between w, 77 E S2. Define 
G: L,o -tL, by 
GY%JJ) = I,, g(w 7) #(7). (2.7) 
It is shown in Appendix 2 of [9] that G* = G and any solution of -A,u = 
4 E Cum admits the representation 
U(W) = G+(w) + (h)-l l u. 
S2 
Thus, the range of G is contained in L, W. In fact, G is an injective map of Cum 
onto Corn such that 
-A,G# = G(-A,#) = $ E Cwm. (2-W 
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Now it follows directly from (2.5) that if f E Cm n 1, then V,*f and R,*f are 
in CUffi(Sa, C), i.e., have mean zero. The operator G may thus be applied to 
V,“f, R,*f. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let II be the closure in 1 of R,C,“(S2, C), let 1, be the closure in 1 
of VuCwm(S2, C), and denote the projections in 1 onto II , 1, by 3, , i3, , respectively. 
Then l1 is orthogonal to l2 and 1 = l1 @ l2 . 
Proof. The orthogonality assertion follows from (2.6). Suppose that f  E 1 
is orthogonal to l1 and 1, . Let d = &(I p 1) E 9(R3, R) be positive in a small 
neighborhood of / p 1 = 1, equal to one for / p 1 = 1, and equal to zero outside 
a slightly larger neighborhood of 1 p / = 1. Define @*&f = F EL~(R~, C3). Then 
div F = i@*&p . f  = 0, since w . f  (w) = 0, and so FE 9. Let # E Y(R3, C); 
then 
x SF(#) = (F, XI/J) = (fl, 2) = (&f, iV$) 
= -z ‘jaZ(l~IH~l4pi js~fW%$W4 
= 0, (2.9) 
since for any fixed ) p ) in a small neighborhood of 1, $(I p j W) is in Cm and f is 
orthogonal to V,P. (Recall that in spherical coordinates V = $8, + rlVw .) 
Further, 
x - rot F(4) = (rot F, x4) = (F, rot x#) = -(&j, p A V$) 
= -(&f, w A VJ,$) = -(&f, R,$) = 0 
(2.10) 
since f  is orthogonal to R,,,Cm. Equations (2.9), (2:10), and Lemma 2.1 now 
imply that F = 0; hence (iz(l p I) f  (w) = 0, and so f  = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The maps GR,*: l1 n Cm +L,o, GV,*: 1, n Cm -+L2” 
extend to bounded injective maps r, : lI + L,o, r2 : l2 + L2W with ranges dense 
in Law. 
Proof. Let f = R,#, g = V,x, 4, x E CWm(S2, C). Then by (2.6) 
so GR,* and GV,* are bounded on R,CWm, V,C,* dense in lI , 1, , respectively. 
Suppose now that f  EL~~(S~, C) is orthogonal to r,l, ; then for all J, E Cum 
(f, 4) = (f, GR,*R,#) = 0, and so f  = 0. Thus the range of rr is dense in L,w, 
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and in the same way the range of y2 is dense in LzW. Finally, if r,f = 0, then for 
all # E C,m(Sz, C) 
0 = (A rlf) = WA GR,*f,J = lim(R,W,f,) = RG~,f), 
so that f is orthogonal to R,GCum and so to R,Cum. The latter set is dense in lr , 
and sof = 0. Similarly, rag = 0 implies g = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. On Ca n 1 the operators 
RoGRw*f) (~1 = Rw j-&, 4 R,*f(rl), 
(2.11) 
PcP’,*f) CJJ> = Vu 1 dw, rl) V,*f(d 
represent 4 and fit , respectively. In particular, Sl(Cm n 1) C Cw n 1 and 
fT2(CF n I) C Cc n 1. 
Proof. It follows readily from (2.6) that the operators of (2.11) are orthogonal 
projections which coincide with i;l , $s on R,C= @ VWCw dense in 1 and so 
extend as bounded operators to 1 which must coincide with i3, , Zz . The fact 
that the operators on the left in (2.11) represent +r ,73, on all smooth functions in I 
is seen as follows. First, if f~ Zr , g E I, are smooth then f  = RWGRW*f and 
g = V,GV,*g. Th is will be shown for f; it follows for g in the same way. Let 
{h} C CUz(S2, C) be such that R,#, -+-f in 2. Then for any p) E Cm(S2, C) 
0 = lim(R,#, , V,v) = (f, V,p) = (V,*f, q~), and so V,*f = 0. Thus, 
V,*(f - R,GR,*f) = V,*f = 0 and R,*(f - R,GR,*f) = li,*f - RW*f = 0, 
so by Corollary 2.4, f  = RuGR,*f. Now let h E 1 be smooth; then 
R,*(h - R,GR,*h) = R,*h - R,*h = 0, and so h - R,GR,*h E I2 and is 
smooth. It now follows from the foregoing that h - R,GR,*h = V,GV," 
(h - R,GR,*h) = VUGVU”h. Thus, h = R,GR,*h + V,GV,*h = &,h + 
ii,h and ii,h = R,GIZ,*h, i3,h = V,GVW*h are smooth if h is smooth. 
If f E 9 the Fourier transform @f(p) = f((i p 1 w) is in 1 for a.e. p, and hence 
ii, , e2 may be applied to f. Define 
??J = @+%$@f, 7?r2f = m+,@f. (2.12) 
THEOREM 2.8. (1). The operators ;I , G2 of (2.12) coincide with the orthogonal 
projections ~~ , i-r2 in dR onto gl , 92 , respectively; hence if{ is smooth, then 
z-,f = @‘“R,GR,*j, mSf = @"VwGV,*f. (2.13) 
(2) If  f  E Tl is smooth, then 
f  = rlf = R,GR,*f = -rot xGR,*f, (2.14) 
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(3) If f E 6p1 n 9, g E Y2 n 9, then 
and 
@R,GR,*f = R,GR,*@f, @GR,*f = GR,*@f, (2.15) 
g = r2g = -(4n)-l rot rot XY-l * GR,* rot g. (2.16) 
(4) If f E 9 n 9, the-72 
rlf = R,GR,*f = -rot xGR,*f, 
rzf = -(4n)-l rot rot XT-l * GR,* rotf. 
(2.17) 
Remark. If h is smooth, then R,*h(y) = R,*h(j y 1 w) and V,*h(y) = 
V,*h(l y j W) are defined provided that y # 0. If y = 0 these expressions are 
defined to be zero. This is consistent with (2.14), because functions in the range 
of R, have spherical mean zero (cf. [3]) and so (Gif)(0) = 0; it is consistent 
with (2.16) from the fact that g E 9a n 9’ implies that rot g E 9r n 9’ (Corollary 
2.3), and hence (rot g)(O) = 0. 
Proof of the theorem. (1) Let 9’i 3 f = rot x4, 9.. 3g = rot rot xx, where 
$, x E 9’ (R3, C). Then by (2.6), (2.1 l), (2.12), 
,tlf = -@*,$w A VW$ = -@*R,GR,*R,$ = -@*R,G(-A,$) = -@*R,$ 
= -@*w A VJ = rot x* = f = rlf, 
G3g = -i@*8,p A p A Vf = i@* 1 p /73,(-w A w A V,);‘) = i@* 1 p 1 V,GV,*V,x 
=i@*~p~V,);I=i@*Ip~wAwAV,~=i@*pApAV~==rotrotxx 
= g = rzg, 
and G2f = 0 = r2f, ;;lg = 0 = rrlg. Hence G;, , +a coincide with the bounded 
operators rri , ~a on the dense subset {rot xx} @ (rot rot xx} of 9 and therefore 
extend as bounded operators to 9 which must then coincide with vi , nTTz . 
(2) If f E 9i is smooth it follows by Corollary 2.3 that x . f (I x 1 W) = 0; 
thus f (I x I W) E E n Cm for any fixed X, and hence Rw*, VU* may be applied tof. 
Let {&} C Y be a sequence such that rot x4, + f in Pi . For any q~ E 9’ 
(V,*f, v) = (f, V,T) = lim(rot x#, , VJP) = lim(--R,$, , V,v> = 0, 
and hence V,*f = 0. Thus 
v,*(f - RuGR,*f) = 0 = R,*f - RR,*f = R,*(f - R,GRu*f ), 
and so by Corollary 2.4 rlf = f = R,GR,*f. 
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(3) The first equation of (2.15) follows from (2.13) and (2.14). As for the 
second. 
R,GR,*@f = @R,GR,*f = diw A V,GR,*f = @x A VGRw*f = -rot @GRw*f 
= p A V@ GR,*f = R,@ GR,*f, 
and applying R,* to the extreme terms gives -A,@ GR,*f = R,*@f, and so 
@GR,*f = GR,* @f which is the second equation of (2.15). Using this result, 
it is seen that the right side of (2.16) is simply @*V,GV,*J = xsg = g (recall 
that @r-l = (2/.rr)li2 1 p I2 [S]): 
,@(brel rot rot XT-~ * GR,* rotg = -(47r)-p A p A ;V(2/7r)i/s 1 p /-s@GR,* r&g 
= (%7-3/z w A w A iv GR,* if A ,&j = -(2T)-3/2 v,GR,% A j  
= -(27r)3/2 V,GV,*J. 
(4) If  f  E DEP n 9 then (2.13) implies that r,f, n2f E 9 n 9, and (2.17) 
now follows from parts (2) and (3). 
It has now been shown that the classical decomposition of f  E Y(R3, C3), 
f  = -(47r-l grad y--l * divf + (4a)-l rot r-1 * rot f  = TOf + nf 
decomposes further according to f  = rOf + rlf + r,f with rlf, r,f given by 
(2.17). (Using the formula @r-l =: (2/7r)l12 / p /-2, it can be verified that x,,f, rf 
above are the same as those defined at the beginning of the section.) 
COROLLARY 2.9. If  f  E gl is smooth and g E T2 is smooth and such that i 
vanishes in a neighborhood of zero, then there exist unique smooth functions c’,, 
x EL,~ n Ccc(R3, C) such that 
f  = rot xgL, g = rot rot xx. (2.18) 
Proof. Define # = -GR,*f, x = -(4z--l r-r c GR,* rot g. Then # is 
smooth, antiradial, and in L, . Further 
is in L, and is antiradial, so x is also antiradial by Proposition 1.2. Equation 
(2.18) is now just (2.14), (2.16). It remains to check uniqueness. If  0 = rot x4 = 
-x A VI& then 4 is radial, and so 4 antiradial is unique. If  rot rot xx = 0, then 
applying rot gives rot x(-Ax) = x A V(~X) and so dx is radial; but then x is 
also radial by Proposition 1.1. Hence x antiradial is unique. 
Remark. Given any smooth g E S2 it is always possible to find a smooth 
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antiradial scalar function x such that g = rot rot XX, but x may not lie in L, : if 
g E 9s is smooth, then rot(-d)-1/2g E Yr and is also smooth, since rot(-d)-1/2 
is a singular-integral operator with symbol iw A and hence preserves smoothness; 
thus, by the corollary, there exists a function # eLzU n CJ: such that rot(-0)-1/2 
g = rot x4, and so g = rot rot x(-&i/s 4’, = rot rot xx, where x = (-4)-1/2#, 
is smooth and in Y’ but need not be in L, . 
COROLLARY 2.10. The projection n, commutes with multiplication by smooth 
radial functions. Thus, YI is invariant under multiplication by smooth radial 
functions and hence so also is 5?0 @ Z2 . However, if f  E T2 and 0 # 01 E 9, 
then af E Y2 ifff = 0. 
Proof. If 9i sf = rot x4, then rot x+ = -x A Vcz# = -x A war’* + 
rot x# = af (X = 1 x 1 w), so af E Z1 and such f are dense in Yi . If f E Z2 and 
0 # 01 E 9(R3, C), then by Corollary 2.3, x . rotf = 0 and if af E dp then 
also 0 = div af = ~l’w . f, i.e., x . f = 0. Thus f = 0 by Lemma 2.1. 
3. THE SCALAR FACTORIZATION 
In this section it is shown that &’ = 9 x 9 has an orthogonal direct sum 
decomposition, 2 = 2s @ tiM, which reduces the unitary group U(t) = 
exp(dt) generated by Af = (rot f 2, -rotfl) with domain B(A) = {f E X : 
Af E A?}. Here f i = (fii, fi, fi) i = 1,2. The group U(t) in each subspace 
is then shown to be quasi-similar to the group Uo(t) of Section 1 in BL”l x L2U. 
Several applications of the representations of solutions in XE and YM obtained 
via this similarly are given. 
Let p+ be the spectral projections of the symbol A(+) of A in z?, A(ip)p*(p) = 
ii I P I F*(P); explicitly (cf., e.g., [6 71, p&)f(p) = 2-Yf1 & w Af2, 
f 2 i w A f’) p = / p j W. Then the projections P* = Qb*p@ in # give the 
resolution of the identity for A: A? = P+Z @ P-2. 
With n1 , ir2 and -rP, , PEP, of Section 2 define 
?i-E = rl x n2 , “,,., = ‘IT2 x rl 
(3.1) 
HE = ?i# = 91 x dp, , ~~=7r&=dp2x g. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The orthogonal direct-sum decomposition &’ = SE @ XM 
reduces U(t). 
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 2.2 that X has the de- 
composition indicated. Since 
u(t) rhff (X) = (2T)-3’2 $ eiP,s[e-ilWf5_+Mf + eilPlt~+$M3] dp, 
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in order to show that the decomposition reduces U(t) it suffices to verify that 
GMp* == p+G,,., ; here 73,W =L 73, x 73, . Observing that O,*W A ,g : --R,*g, 
R,“w A g = V,*g, 
GM&f = 2-1(V,GV’,*(jl & w A jz), R,GR,*(rw Af’ + j”)) 
= 2-1(V,G(V’,*f1 f R,*f^2), R,G(IV,*f’ + R,*f^l)) 
= 2-1(V,,GV,*~ & w A RwGRw*fi, +J A V,GV,*= I R,,GR,*f^2) 
= 2-l(i3$ & w A i;1f2, Fw A &2fl$- ?$f2) 
= P&J. 
The parts of U(t) in Y& and ZM will henceforth be denoted by UE(t) and 
UM(t), respectively. Now define V: S --, X by Vf = --i(rot(--L3)-1/2f1, 
rot(-d)-‘l”f”) = @*p@j, where v{ = (w A f’l, w ~f^2). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. V is unitary, V2 = -I = ( V*)2, VZE = ZM , VSM = HE , 
V?rE = QV, v,, = 7rEV, and U(t)V = VU(t). 
Proof. AS previously noted, if g is a divergence-free vector field, then 
w . j(l p / w) = 0, and hence -w A w A &I f / w) = & p / co). Thus, the 
inverse of P is P--l{ = (-w A f^ l, --w A f’2) = p*f, and so V is unitary. 
Further, 
h@*f = (-w A R, GR,*w A f^l, --w A v, GV,*w Af^2) 
= (-w A R2, GV,*p, w A V, GR,*f2) = (V, GV,*p, R, GR,,*f2) 
= &J, 
and similarly VT,+, = r,V. Also 
&pf = 2-l(w A f^ ’ & wAw~~~,~wAw*~+wA~~)=~~+~, 
and so U(t)V = VU(t). 
Nowdefined,:&% xBw+YfE,dhl:9w ~9~+Zby 
dE(& , I,!I~) = i2p1/z(rot ~(-4)‘/~#, , rot rot ~(--d)-l/~$~), (3.2) 
dM(61 , 6,) = i2-li2(-rot rot x(-LI-~/~O~ , rot x(---~)~/~O,), (3.3) 
4 = ($1 , 42) E 9 x 9”, e = (0, , 0,) E 9J x PJ. 
LEMMA 3.3. The maps dE and d, are injective, have dense ranges in XE and SM 
respectively, and on 9 x 9 
U(t)dM = d,+,?&(t), (3.4) 
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The classical Debye potentials (O.l), (0.2) are given by 
Vd,& = (rot rot x& , rot x&) E .XM , 
Vd,& = (-rot x0, , rot rot x0,) E S$ , 
#, b’ E 9 x 9, and are hence dense in ZM , SE . Furthermore, 
U(t) Vd,$ = VdEUO(t)$, U(t) Vd,O = Vd,Jl,,(t)B 
on C@ X 9. 
Proof. The equalities 
0 = 2l *@&(A , #2) = i(-p A V I p I $I , -ip A p A V I p 1-l &) 
=(-iPAVw~l,~~~~V,~2)=-(ilPl~,~l,V,~2) 
and 
0 = 21’2@dM(Cl, , 0,) = (V,e ,^ , -i ( p / R,&) 
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(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
are possible iff 4 and 0 are both radial, so de and dM are injective. To establish 
(3.5) compute 
Vd,# = @*p@d& = -@*(i / p / w A w A VJr , w A V&J 
= -@*(ip A p A v& ,,p A VI& = (rot rot x#r , rot XI/~), 
and 
Vd,O = @*p@d,e = @*(w A v,f$ , -i 1 p 1 w A w A v,d,) 
= @*(P A @, > -ip A p A vd,) = (-rot Xo, , rot rot X81). 
The density of the ranges of de and dM now follows from Proposition 2.2. 
Now by Proposition 1.2 4 E SW x 9 implies Uo(t) # E 9% x @, and hence 
dE and d, may be applied to U,,(t)+ T o verify (3.4), set fE(t) == dElLJO( and 
fM(t) = d,+,U,(t)e, and check that these give the (unique) solutions of 2,U(t)f 
with initial data d& and dMB, 4, 0 E B” x G@: e.g., in the case offE(t) 
-i2WtfE1(t) = rot x(-A)1R3,[UO(t)$]l = rot ~(-Ll)l/~ [Uo(t)$], 
= rot rot rot x(--d)-1/2[UO(t)~]2 = -i21j2 rotfE2(t), 
-i21/22tfE2(t) = rot rot x(-Ll-1~22,[UO(t)#], = -rot rot ~(-d)r/~ [Uo(t)& 
= i2112 rot fE1(t). 
Equations (3.6) follow from (3.4) and Proposition 3.2. 
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Observe that Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 imply that a single one of the 
Debye potentials (3.5) suffices to construct a dense set of TE and TM modes; 
two such potentials are unnecessary. Further, Corollary 2.9 gives a prescription 
for obtaining the potentials for given smooth data in 8. 
Now define 6, : Ran dE + BLW x Lzm, 6, : Ran dnn - BLW i: LzuJ to be the 
inverses of dE and d ,,, ; explicitly, iffis in the range of dE andg in the range of d,,, , 
then @S,(f) = (i / p i-l GR,*j’, -GV,*f^2) and @aM(g) z-m (GVO,*il, 
i / p 1-l GR,*g2). 
THEOREM 3.4. The maps 6,) 6, are bounded by 1 and extend by continuity 
to injective maps 8, : YE - BLw x LzW, 8, : A& - BLW x L2uJ with dense 
ranges and the property that 
8&(t) = U,(t)S, , 8,7&(t) = U,(t)S, . (3.9) 
Thus, SE, &,, , and 8, x sM are quasi-afinities, and U(t) is quasi-similar to 
Uo(t) x UOW 
Proof. Let fE = d&, fM = dMB, where $, BE@ x 9”; then by (2.6) 
(cf. also (3.7), (3.8)) 
= .i I- I P I2 I R&d P I 91; I P I2 d I P I + 4 La I V,$2Cl P I .)I; I P 12d I P I 
3 je I P I2 I $,(I P I $0 I P I2 d IdI + j”= I J2(l P I 3;, I P I2 d I P I 
0 
= I Y, I2 + I ** I4 = I &fE I;LwxL2w Y
which is the boundedness assertion for 6, and that for 6, follows in the same way. 
The ranges of 8,) 8, include SW x @ and are therefore dense. Since all 
operators in (3.9) are bounded, it suffices to verify the assertion on the dense 
subsets Ran dE , Ran dM of .ZE , sM . Thus, let Ran dE 3 f = d,& then U(t)fE = 
U(t) d& = d,U,,(t)# by (3.4), and hence sEU(t)fE = U,,(t)$ = U,,(t) sEfE. 
Similarly, 8, U(t)fM = U(t) SMfM . Now f = 0 means that there exists a 
sequence {&J C 9”’ x gW such that / V$,l /, / $n2 j -+ 0 in L, while at the same 
time (rot x(-d)1/2$,1, rot rot x(-A)-~/~#,~) -+ f = (f’, f “) in #, or, in terms 
of Fourier transforms, 1 p / &l, Jn2 --) 0 in L, and (- / p / R,#,l, -iV,#,2) + { 
in &‘. Let x E 2 n g(R3, C3); then 
(f 2, x) = (f2, ?) = lim(--iVdL2, 2) 
c 
cc 
=: lim 
‘0 
-~lp12~lpl~~~‘Y$.2~lpl~~~R~l~I~~~~ 
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Oc = lim 
s 0 
--i I P I2 ($n2(I P I *h vu*i(l P I *))t,csq d I P I 
and 
= lim(qn2, iV,*i) = 0, 
(f, X) = (P, 2) = lim(- , p / RJ$,~, 9) = lim(- j p / J,l, H,*$ = 0. 
Thus,fis orthogonal to a dense subset and so is zero, i.e., 8,f = 0 impliesf = 0. 
In the same way 8,f = 0 implies f  = 0. The maps 8, , 8, are therefore 
injective and are hence quasi-affinities (cf. [4, p. 901). 
It would be interesting to know if there are further reducing subspaces of 
U(t), such as SE, ZM, other than those given by the spectral measure. It is 
perhaps of some physical interest that the subspaces 
are completely noninvariant in a sense made precise below. Note that 3r is 
invariant under multiplication by smooth radial functions (Corollary 2.10). 
In physical terms the following theorem states that if f  = (f, f”) is such that 
either f’ and f2 are purely transverse, x .f’ = x .f2 = 0, or rotfl and rot f2 
are purely transverse, then in order to propagate U(t)f must immediately 
create a normal component which may never again vanish unless f  was trivial 
at the outset. First, a lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 3.5. If  f ,  g E SE u @T,., are of the form f  = (fl, 0), g = (0, g2), then 
%f = (h , O), bf = (4 , O), %g = (0, A), and kg = (0, e2), where A , 
0, E BL” and 0, , #2 E L2w. 
Proof. Suppose that f  = (fr, 0) E .?& . Then f  == lim d&, = 
lim(rot ~(--4)l/~$,l, rot rot ~(----d)-~/~#~~), where rot rot x(--A)-~/~z#,~ --f 0, 
I.e., -ivJp -+O inL,, and hence by (2.6) &,2 ---f 0, so that &f = lim #, -= 
(z/r , 0). The remaining assertions follow in the same way. 
THEOREM 3.6. Letf E Y1 , g E 92 . I f  there exist t, i # 0 such that U(t)f E Y1 , 
U(QgeX2, thenf =g ==O. 
Proof. Let $r 3f = fE +f,+, = (f$, 0) + (0, fM2). I f  U(t)fE ,lbE1, then 
WfE = wJwfEll> 01, and so by Lemma 3.5 XEfE = (#, 0) and 8,U(t)fE = 
([Uo(t)(#, O)]i , 0) by (3.9); but then I/ = 0 by the final remark of Section 1, 
and since 8, is injective this implies fE = 0. Similarly, fM = 0. The assertion 
for g follows in the same way. 
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To illustrate the utility of having dense sets of explicit solutions of Maxwell’s 
equations, a curious symmetry which emerges on extending U(t) to distributions 
will be clarified. Note that if g, f  are smooth solutions of Maxwell’s equations 
and g, say, has compact support, then the forms 
E,(f) = jRlfl(t) . g"(t) -.fyq . g'(t), 
E,(t) = jR"fW * g'(t) +&f"(t) . g"(t) 
are both conserved in the sense that a&(t) = 0, i = 1, 2. Hence it is natural 
to define a one-parameter family distributions f(t) E 9 x 9 depending 
differentiably on t, to be a solution of Maxwell’s equations i f f  for every smooth 
solution of Maxwell’s equations (y’(t), v2(t)) E 9 x 9 
or 
f1(~)b2(~)) 2 f2M9W = const (3.10) 
fl(WW + f2(~)b2(~)) = conk (3.11) 
If  now f(t) is a solution of Maxwell’s equations in the sense of (3.10) and #, 
x E 9, then 
fW(x) - f2(QM> = f’(t)([u(t){u(-w, x)11”) 
- f2(mJ(~N~(-~)(~~ xm 
= f’W(--f)(~~ x>12) -f2Krr(-w~ X)ll)l 
so taking $ = 0 and than x = 0, the following extension al(t) of U(t) to 
distributions is obtained: Let f  E 9’ x 9, 4, x E 9: 
f(t) (x) = P%wl’ (XI =f’W-t) (0, x)Y) -f”([V-t) (0, x)1’), 
f2W (#> = Fw)f12 (1cI) = -f’CV-9 674 WI”) +f2W(-Q ($3 O)l’)~ 
(3.12) 
Analogously, there is a natural extension a2(t) of U(t) to distributions based 
on (3.11) (cf. [5]): 
[~2z(w11 (4) =f’([V-t) (4% OF) -tf”W(-t) (VA O)l”), 
[r72w12 (x) ==f’([U(-t) (0, XII”) +f”w(-t) (09 x)1”). 
(3.13) 
Now it is easy to check that both (3.12) and (3.13) give the unique solution 
to Maxwell’s equations (in the usual sense) with initial data f~ 9 x 9, and 
hence 4(t) = oz(t). Th is situation implies the following symmetry of the 
group U(t). 
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PROPOSITION 3.7. For any f  = (f, f”) E Z 
Pm (f1J2>11 = Fv> (-f2J1)12, 
w> (f1J2>12 = VW) (f2, -fl)ll, 
(3.14) 
that is, the electric (magnetic) field due to initial data f  = (f l, f  “) is the same as the 
magnetic (electric) field due to data (-f 2, f’) ((f2, -f ‘)). 
Proof. Let JZ’~ 3 f  = (fl, f  2) = L’d,e = (-rot x0, , rot rot x19,), 6’ E 
9’~ x .G% (cf. (3.5)); then (-f 2, f  l) = -(rot rot x0, , rot x0,) = -- Vd,O E J&, . 
By (3.4) this implies that 
[U(t)f 11 = --rot x[U,(t) 01, = [U(t) (-f 2,f 1)12, 
[U(t)f]” = rot rot x[Uo(t) e], = [U(t) (f2, -fl)]l. 
(3.15) 
Similarly, if XM 3 f  = Vd& = (rot rot x$r , rot x#~), then (-f 2, f  I) = 
(-rot x+2 , rot rot x&) = Vd,# E Zs , and 
[U(t)f I’ = rot rot WOW #I1 = [W) (-f 2,f1)12, 
[U(t)f I” = rot Wdt) $I2 = PW (f 2, -f 91’. 
(3.16) 
Since Ran dE , Ran dM are dense, Eqs. (3.15), (3.16) hold for all fE E tiE, 
fM E && by the continuity of U(t). F rom this it now follows that if &‘3 f  = 
fe + fn, , then 
Pwfll = PwfEll + vJ@)fMl’ = Pw(-fE2,fE1)12 + [U(t)(-fM2,fM1)]2 
= [U(t)(-f 2, f  1)12, 
and similarly [U(t) f]” = [U(t)(fl, -f 2)]1. 
It is now easy to see why (3.12) and (3.13) are the same: From (3.12) 
[G(t)f 1(x9 4 = f  Y[U(-t)(-1Cr, x)12) + f  2(w(-t)($, -x>ll), 
and from (3.13) 
[U272(t)f 1(x, 4 = f  ‘([U(-t)(x, $41’) + f  2(lY(-t)(XY #>I”). 
The right sides of these two equations are equal by (3.14). 
Finally, reducing subspaces and the existence of quasi-affinities in the case 
of exterior domains follow in an obvious way whenever the complete wave 
operators exist between the corresponding groups. Namely, let P(t) denote the 
part of the unitary group V(t) in A’, the complement of the null space of the 
skew-adjoint operator in an exterior domain generated by A plus an appropriate 
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boundary condition. Suppose that W is a unitary map of X onto k’ such that 
WU(t) = p(<t) W and W,, is a unitary map between BLw x Lsw and BL x L, , 
the appropriate energy space for the wave equation in the exterior domain, 
such that WoU,,(t) = o,,(t)Wo . Define &ZE = W.%$ , L&‘~ = WA?’ ; then 
A =u4l~@dh.f, and this decomposition reduces P(t). Further, quasi- 
affinities mE , m, intertwining pE(t), PM(t) and o,,(t) on Wo(BLu x Lzw) can 
be defined simply by mE = W&W* and mM = W$, W* on .&‘E and MM . 
However, for practical purposes this is not really very interesting unless explicit 
representations for the wave operators are at hand. 
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